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ABSTRACT 

 
“How do we make a great little village even more liveable and how do we create a context 
for the Gundaroo of the future to be a proud place for its people.” 

 
This document argues that the Draft Master Plan (DMP) as presented is not a Master Plan 
but a vehicle straining beyond credibility to invent a path to facilitate the progression of 

the two developer proposals. The possibilities and fantastic opportunities that could 
enhance and uplift the village and the villager’s lives have been accidently or intentionally 

deleted due to the predetermined outcomes. 
The second part of this document interrogates the data and information gathered. 
Through this interrogation a broader understanding of the real issues are illuminated. 

Then by embracing an ‘all cards are on the table’ process we can move towards a more 
comprehensive outcome. 
Lastly, this document shows that Gundaroo can move positively into the future both locally 

and nationally by synthesizing all the information into a coherent direction. The lost 
opportunities inherent in the DMP have reduced that documents strategic relevance. In 
this directions document all those opportunities have found expression and fulfilment to 

create a Gundaroo that the villagers, here now and those yet to come, will be proud to call 
home. 
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Review of Draft Gundaroo Master Plan  

(And A Directions Document) 

A Master Plan not only looks at functional requirements such as basic infrastructure – roads, 

bridges, housing, land, uses, etc; (tick boxes of functions) but it is also an opportunity to 

look to the future to inspire and lead. How do we make a great little village even more 

liveable and how do we create a context for the Gundaroo of the future to be a proud place 

for its people. 

What Makes a Great Village? 

I don’t know the details of the brief that the Consultants were given by Yass Valley Council 

to create a masterplan for Gundaroo, but if I was to give a brief it would be simple and 

direct – “Come up with a plan that would make Gundaroo Village better for the Villagers”. It 

is the villagers that will be affected most by the outcome and it is the villagers that have the 

most to lose from an inadequate planning outcome. 

I congratulate the consultants on collecting data and creating a document, but it is highly 

skewed towards a predetermined outcome and therefore has little merit as an investigation 

into all possibilities.  

Below I will detail what would be expected if “all the cards were on the table”. I will hang 

these details from 3 main points that I think are crucial to living in and continuing to create 

a great village. Then I will synthesise all this information to form an outline of a directions 

document for Gundaroo that I think will continue to make the village a place for the locals to 

enjoy being a part of. 

Some of the outcomes may not reflect my position, such as I like it the way it is, but I 

realise that living is always about changing and therefore the discussion below is an attempt 

to open the debate wider. Could we do the planning better if “all the cards were on the 

table”.  

Draft Master Plan as Presented 

The draft Master Plan is highly skewed towards a preordained outcome which is reflected in 

its exaggerated graphs and distorted deliveries. 

Figure 6 (page 20) Shows that Gundaroo is bounded by Creeks and rivers (blue line) but 

Mcleods creek is mysteriously missing. Instead it has become an opportunity for green links. 

It also shows that the village arrival has moved from where I encounter Toynes old house 

and the 50 kph sign to somewhere along the 100 Kph Road? 

Figure 7 (page 21) Invents a village ‘core’ (much like an apple) but in this instance the core 

reaches to the outside? 

Figure 8 (page 22) Invents a village ‘heart’ with “growth around the village heart” much like 

fatty tissue. 

Figure 9 (23) Covers a large land mass in various shades of blue with a ‘Flood Prone land’ 

blob, a “Flood Planning Area (2016 Flood Study)” Blob and a “1:100 Year Flood Extent (2016 
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Flood Study)” Blob. The only relevant blob is the 1:100 year flood extent, the others are 

there to divert and twist important information. 

The issue is that each and every graph in the draft master Plan is an application in 

propaganda to divert ones attention from possible functional and beautiful outcomes to ones 

of a prearranged conclusion. 

As an exercise in open discussions, I asked other villagers what they would think is a 

negotiated position on the two proposals and there is a rough agreement that one can see a 

link between the Faithfull street proposal and the existing village. One can imagine a natural 

continuation, to some degree, to the south of the village. As one drives over the bridge and 

comes around the bend, there is a feeling that one is now in Gundaroo. 

But this definitely cannot be said for the Kyeema proposal. It will clearly not be linked to the 

existing village. I have shown briefly above the many fudges on the master plan that are 

straining beyond credibility by the Consultants to include this proposal in a logical manner.  

But consider the two more detailed manipulations below: 

• An elongated north/south orange blob that claims to be “extended village core” and 

completely misses most of the west and east of the existing village and yet oozes into 

the north and south proposal. How does a periphery become a core? The definition 

given for “Extended Village core” makes no sense: This is the area which the majority of 

the smaller 2,000 sqm blocks are located and includes and (sic) extended area that 

could accommodate a form of development similar to the existing lots within the village. 

This seems to imply we could extend the orange blob where ever we choose, over 

creeks, through valleys and over hills, and this will still be the core area? Proviso as long 

as it is 2,000 sqm blocks. Two things spring to mind here: one: I can’t see why, on this 

definition, the blob couldn’t be extended to Bellmount Forest or even Goulburn and two: 

why aren’t any blocks over 2,000 sqm included as core? (How does a size of a lot 

determine if it is part of the ‘core’ or not? – there is definitely smaller and larger lots 

inside the orange blob). 

This is all a play with words and diagrams which is very familiar with designers and 

usually runs in this fashion – “the design is done, now I have to find the reason for it”. 

Much better outcomes are achieved before lobbyists have “skin in the game”. 

• Next we are shown The Growth Zones diagram which suddenly dispenses with the 

Orange Blob and shows the centre of Gundaroo emanating from Grazing. This indicates 

in expanding timed concentric circles, that land on the other side of the tip is just as 

connected to the village core as the Kyeema proposal. 

In the end the Draft Master Plan is simply a vehicle to gain approval for the North and South 

proposals. Each Graph strains to create non-existent links by inventing cores and hearts or 

by moving ‘key nodes’ to desired locations irrespective of where they actually are. By 

inspecting the graphs it’s clear that all the bright and shiny red or orange markers are 

pulling the reader to include the proposals. This is not a master plan for Gundaroo but 

simply an acceptance document to prop up a naïve and unanalysed position.  

What would an open ‘all cards on the table’ Master Plan look like? 
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Master Plan – “all cards are on the table” 

I don’t have the resources to produce a real Master plan so I submit to public scrutiny a 

directions document that I hope stimulates a wider debate of what could be possible if we 

use the information already gathered and see where it could take us. 

Above I have shown that the draft Master Plan is defective because it trumpets an outcome 

that lobbyists have been pushing, before all possible directions have been evaluated. 

Where to from here? 

As I have alluded to above, the best outcomes only come from the best briefs. The best 

briefs are guided by creativity and wisdom. The overarching goal in this directions document 

is to attempt to improve the lives of the villagers, those that are here now and those yet to 

come. 

Brief detail: 

1. Embrace the location – there are many aspects to this point but I like to start at the 

natural level first. So for me it’s a must to engage with the river. 

2. The wish of the villagers – This is for the locals so the 400 or so residents have first 

dibs on the outcomes. There are already a number of documents out there written 

by and for the villagers for instance towards 2020 vision. 

3. Diversity – This can be a hotly debated point but I think that everybody has different 

desires and as such different ways of living should be offered. There is something 

organically beautiful to have a group of people who look after their own ‘stuff’. Stuff 

by which I mean their own waste, their own water, their own stormwater and 

sometimes their own power and some food. 400 people do this here, in our village; 

whilst next door (Canberra), 400,000 people do not have that choice. It is not 

diversity of housing stock to delete this style of life; in fact it is the opposite. 

1. Embrace the location 

What does a fantastic, heart-warming little village; an inspiring scenic town and a vibrant 

21st century city have in common? They all have a water way at their centre, whether it is a 

burbling creek, a languid river/lake or a stimulating harbour. There is a vital connection 

between beautiful places and water. Where would Sydney be without its harbour or Paris 

without the Seine? In fact I’m hard pressed to think of any beautiful urban setting that is not 

centred on its natural waterway. Yes, even Yass and Canberra are located on their most 

desirable natural feature. 

For me when I look at the master plan, the thing that cries out at me is the cessation of the 

river. The thick Blue line that states boldly – “Enclosure formed by creeks and rivers” 

(Collaborative Mapping – Features). This is a huge missed opportunity. The River could be a 

fantastic opportunity to provide a centralised “Green link”, where village life could be 

enhanced by the natural link with its waterway. I note that for some odd reason Mcleods 

Creek is not a village enclosure but an “opportunities for green links”. Therefore the river 

must stand proud as the greatest opportunity for a green link. 
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2. The wish of the Villagers 

Perhaps the best way to look at this is to take the values from the Master planning meetings 

and compare and contrast and synthesise an outcome. There were nine value statements 

listed 

• The community spirit and commitment to maintaining the village and heritage 

character:- 

What does this mean; - In the end it’s the people in the village that create the spirit and 

respect the heritage. You can’t choose who becomes a villager, but you hope that the village 

attracts people who have similar desires for community spirit and care for the heritage. 

Planning’s role: is to restrict the size of the village and its density so it doesn’t become a 

town. Planning, through the LEP, can also continue the desirable aspects such as backyards 

big enough for climbing trees and fruit trees and vegie patches. I like the 10 + 5 % lot 

density. I think I’m in a minority on this one. 10% is the maximum size of your house, so 

2000sqm block means 200 sqm house and 5% is sheds carports, bbqs etc. The rest of the 

block broken up into small amount of hard landscaping driveways, pavements, etc (where 

water has trouble soaking in) and large amount of soft landscaping eg lots of trees.  In 

other words built forms are set into a natural landscape. 

• Surrounding rural landscape and farm land bordering the edge of town:- 

What does this mean;- This is a bit like the notion of the small European village that is set in 

the landscape of farmland.

 

In many ways it’s a similar statement to the first but concerned more about the village than 

its inhabitants. So primarily this means there are no transitional blocks – the village size lots 

are seen to butt up against large lot farming. This is interesting because not only does this 

hold an important value to the villagers but it is a defining factor to demarcate this particular 

village from what is happening to other villages/ towns such as Bungendore and 

Murrumbateman. This could be a value to fight for. 

Planning’s Role: However the Consultant’s response is to acknowledge this and then simply 

ignore and twist the argument to reflect a predetermined outcome.  

For instance – Page 22 Key Design Ideas Number 1 – Larger lots forming a transitional 

edge to the surrounding landscape around the Village with agricultural land coming up to 

the edge of the village. So what is it? Do we have a clear cut farm to village from 100 acres 
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to 2,000 sqm or do we have a transition zone? of what 1 Ha 5 Ha ? And this, 

Page 27 Lot Types and Locations – Larger Rural residential Lots are proposed at the edges 

of the village to form a transition to the agricultural lands that come up to the edge of the 

village. This is confusing and distorted and is in opposition to the statement. 

• The community spaces 

What does this mean;- The Community spaces are highly valued. The sentiment is we must 

keep the common and Oval/ park at all cost. The Police paddock was less stressed because I 

think villagers want to keep it as a public good but not sure what would be its most 

beneficial use. 

Planning’s Role:- To retain these spaces. 

• The scale of the village 

What does this mean;- This relates to population as well as physical size of the village such 

as overall area and building sizes. My interpretation of this broad point is that villagers don’t 

want too many people and don’t want the village to spread too far or have too big buildings. 

This point therefore, physically relates to the psychology of the first point, in retaining the 

village character and heritage in a manifest way. 

Planning’s Role:- Similar to the first dot point (The community spirit and commitment to 

maintaining the village and heritage character) - to restrict the size of the village and its 

density. 

• A strong sense of community and identity 

What does this mean;- Every villager feels that they belong and contribute to the health of 

the community. In this way the contribution engenders a sense of identity through a shared 

direction and inclusion. That’s getting a bit arty farty, but there is something powerful when 

a group of people are helping each other out and that look out for others in the community. 

Ie simple things like watering your neighbours garden while they are away on holidays, or 

the bigger things like joining the RFS. It begs the question – Is there a point that this notion 

is lost when a village reaches a certain population size? Is there community and identity in 

cities on a city wide scale? Big questions and big notions. 

Planning’s Role: Planning suburbs is no longer only about roads, houses and other 

infrastructure. Town planners now have to create communities. Of course this is 

impossible but it sells blocks in new suburbs. To create communities you would need a type 

of social engineering to make sure that the mix of people is just right and then of course it 

just fails. Communities are not created, they form over time and are mutable as people 

move in and out. To have an identity the village needs to represent a difference from other 

forms of community – hence diversity of ‘ways of living’. 

• The authentic character of the village 

What does this mean;- I’m going to take this straight from – Magill Village development 

(EST. 1838) South Australia – 1.1 Develop an Authentic Village Identity. Magill Village should 

have a unique personality and identity, authentic in its reflection of local life – a celebration 

of the precinct’s culture, history and context. So there you go. When you start reading these 

planning documents you find the same phrases and words used over and over and denoting 

something useful - or does it? Exactly what is Gundaroo’s unique personality and identity? 
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What is Gundaroo’s authentic reflection of local life? Do we all hold to the same definition of 

the authentic character of Gundaroo? 

Plannings Role;- Generally what happens is we get a load of well-meaning but supercilious 

development controls. We get controls about the shape of the roof or roof slope. Controls 

about materials, about windows, garages, etc. My experience tells me that the tighter the 

controls you apply, the lowest common denominator you get. There are already examples in 

Gundaroo that are compliant to heritage controls but I find the results are somewhat 

subjective. There are a number of homes that do not follow heritage controls but are 

wonderful additions to the fabric of Gundaroo. 

Be very careful dictating building forms. Restricting creativity to a very narrow perception of 

heritage goes against the very formation of those buildings you wish to preserve. They were 

built by determination and creativity and very, very lapse planning controls. Which segues 

nicely into the next value statement. 

• The eclectic mix of buildings 

What does this mean;- Some Chaos in the village which allows for randomness and adds a 

sense of unpredictability. In other words puts a smile on your dial (playfulness) as opposed 

to what many regard as sameness in modern suburbs. 

Planning’s Role: In some ways the previous point of, authentic character of the village and 

this point, eclectic mix are almost in opposition. The first point demands a whole heap of 

DCP’s (Development Control plans) which squeeze the life out of creativity but stresses the 

value of conformity. Whilst the second point is about expressing diversity of buildings 

through differing styles, functions and values. 

My understanding of this point is that 1. The villagers don’t want the look and character of a 

new Canberra suburb and 2. Time – A mix of differing styles, functions and values 

accumulate over time. To have an eclectic mix, the building industry and society need to 

have progressed through differing ages. This is necessary so the changing styles and 

technological advancements are reflected in the building mix. 

• Informal streetscapes and the grid 

What does this mean;- Capturing the playfulness (informal streetscapes and eclectic mix of 

buildings) but giving it a underlying sense of purpose. As an architect I love the sense of 

chaos in the smaller scale but a restraint on the larger scale. 

Planning’s Role: To limit kerb and guttering and other infrastructure based items. The 

infrastructure based items increase modern conformity on the small scale in an attempt to 

placate individual needs. Hence there are a huge number of controls that surround the area 

immediately outside ones residence in cities – For instance driveways crossover (the area of 

the driveway on the footpath) – have controls for size, material, location and interaction 

with public and private services and these are all broken down into smaller and smaller 

controls. Peruse the Draft master Plan (p.34/35) to see what I mean.The amount of these 

controls seems to be directly proportional to population density. Therefore informal 

streetscapes will last only as long as population is restrained. 

The street grid has many positives not least of all a sense of inclusiveness – ie we all belong 

to the same community. The Grid is also a perfect framework to hang a sense of chaos and 

delight from. Too much chaos creates anxiety but an underlying framework induces a sense 

of purpose. 
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• Larger lots. 

What does this mean;- A couple of things. One, lots that are larger than suburban blocks, 

therefore no smaller than 2,000 sqm. Two, the possibility of even larger lots 8/10 Ha. The 

trick with two is to have a coherent outcome alongside the No Transition point above. 

Planner’s Role – A seemingly contradictory point (part two) to the No transition point above. 

This is where the creativity and wisdom come in. 

3. Diversity 

Most of the statements above are expressing, in various forms, a sense of differentiation 

from a ubiquitous spreading suburban ideology. I don’t have the time here to give justice to 

discussing the underlying issues both socially and physically that are inherent in modern 

suburbia. Therefore I will quickly relate one socially intriguing philosophy of the modern built 

environment and one physical reality of our built environment to prompt thinking of why 

you’re here. 

SOCIALLY 

 

• Houses have become a warehousing of goods and commodities (tv’s, cars, games 

consoles, furniture, etc). Houses have become a warehousing of dreams and hopes 

for another time. All hidden behind a fake façade that resembles some sort of 

conformity. What lies behind the façade is growing anxiety and dislocation from the 

natural. 
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PHYSICALLY 

 

• Bonner, Canberra – According to the human footprint calculator, each person here 

requires approx. 6 global hectares to support their lifestyle (their consumptive goods, 

travel, food, transport, etc). Consider if each house in Bonner had four people, then 

24 global hectares would be required to sustain the household (approx.. 60 acres). 

Therefore even if you are squished into a 450 sqm block you still require a lot of area 

to service your requirements. 

http://www.wwf.org.au/our_work/people_and_the_environment/human_footprint/fo

otprint_calculator/  

We (Gundaroo) are different from these but there are pressures to conform. Population 

pressure is a large determinant but as FOG have stated in the past, that population 

increases in the yass valley must be placed where infrastructure has already been 

established. But what roles can Gundaroo Play? 
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SYNTHESIS (Refer attached Drawing) 

We have shown that the Draft Master Plan (DMF) as presented is no more than a contrived 

attempt to influence a value process. The information gathered from meetings with villagers 

and other interested parties was highly skewed and manipulated by a predetermined 

outcome. The worst consequences of this document (DMF) are the huge missed 

opportunities that will forever leave Gundaroo less of a beautiful village than it could have 

otherwise been. There is no mention of the bigger scale of where Gundaroo fits within the 

Yass Valley or how to create a lasting village. 

Rather than accepting the Draft Master Plan, and associated developments, as a fait 

accompli  or the only possibility, this directions document asks what might Gundaroo village 

look like if we considered all possible options. What might happen if, instead of succumbing 

to the most mundane outcome and simply building more houses and becoming another 

suburb, we dared to dream big and create a future for our village that is guided by the 

values that have been identified by villagers as being important to us? This document 

proposes one potential future scenario that attempts to weave together all the disparate 

information. This scenario is based on an open “all cards on the table” approach that values 

the village now and presents a future for the village in a local and national arena. It is not 

intended as a final solution but it is hoped that this alternative might begin a conversation 

about all possible options and encourage others to think creatively about what they want for 

our village. 

A purpose 

Gundaroo should strive for more than a dormitory village or a tourist toon town. To simply 

put more residences on either end magnifies the dormitory status. 

The proposal below starts with the notion of creating a food bowl location. As the rural 

areas surrounding Canberra have disappeared, more transport from further away has been 

required to supply the burgeoning city with its food supplies. There is now a requirement, 

due to many factors, that a more intense farming technique could be employed in the area 

as shown below. This could easily supply the Farmers Markets or other outlets. There are 

already a number of experienced thriving intensive farms in the area that contribute to the 

village’s reputation. To conform these proposed lots to RU4 zoning and incentivise the 

owners to promote this style of farming is beyond the scope here, but Yass Valley Council 

has already dealt with this situation at east Murrumbateman where the expertise of Liz 

Makin produced an outstanding result. 

The infrastructure costs would be minimal. An upgrade of Back Creek Bridge and partial 

Back Creek Road would be required. There are already large pressures on improving this 

infrastructure now due to reduction in size of RU1 lots. Sub-divisions that have followed this 

size reduction have increased the population utilising this road. A new access road would be 

required but this would be provided under developer fees. 

No Sewerage Treatment Plant or water pipelines would be required because all lots are 

larger than those recommended by NSW planning and Environment for on-site waste 

management and water harvesting. 
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The link passage between Gundaroo Terrace and the proposed area is, in the first instance, 

an informal link that would be for pedestrian, cycle and horse riding and as such would not 

be an all-weather road. Possible solutions to cross Yass River are second hand pedestrian 

bridges that are being replaced or demolished (similar to the pedestrian link bridge across 

Alinga Street in Canberra). Other possibilities would be the formation of informal access 

weirs (similar to the Yass River at Bowylie). 

The link passage would transform the Yass River from being a barrier or ‘enclosure’ to a 

wonderful green link where villagers and visitors can truly embrace Gundaroo’s most 

outstanding natural feature. The Bairnsdale heritage area has been left ‘as is’ with some of 

the passage link utilising already formed access. Leaving the Bairnsdale heritage area as 

RU1 farming has a number beneficial consequences, such as large lot farming area butting 

up against the village and therefore unchanged, entry views to the village are unaltered, 

potential flooding areas are avoided and the heritage value of this site is more accessible. 

The lots as proposed range from 0.5 ha to 12.5 Ha. The smaller lots enable this locality to 

have a focal where locals get to express their shared neighbourhood in much the same way 

as Mark Tree Roaders or Back Creekers or Sibley laners do now. The RU4 zone allows 

without consent – Extensive agriculture; Horticulture and Viticulture and therefore would be 

ideal for this area. 

The directions document presented, unlike the DMF, begins with a clear and transparent 

‘brief’; it sets out to open the debate wider, and to interrogate the collected data and 

information. This document sticks to its main tenet to ensure that Gundaroo continues to be 

a great village. The Kyeema proposal is not connected to the village and does not withstand 

the deep interrogation of the main village values. There is no profound thinking or creativity 

to show how the Kyeema proposal would enhance the values of the village. This directions 

document shows, not only that there is a great potential to have the Gundaroo that we 

know and love but to also provide a context for it to continue to thrive into the future both 

nationally and locally. 

Grahame Legge 

BArch; BAppSc EnvDes, BA 
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